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In the year 2115, body swapping was a recreational reality. A simple electronic transfer was all that was
required to give another person the opportunity to live in your body for a limited period. The big take up was
with personal trainers. Well if you are wealthy and overweight, why sweat in a gym yourself when you can
get someone else to do the hard work. Pretty forties working wife Dana was in that category. She'd let herself
get a bit, well plump! Talked into it by her best friend, she found a personal trainer and gave it a go. What
she couldn't know is that gorgeous, high-energy trainer Houston was a nymphomaniac who couldn't say no
to any new sexual opportunity. What happen next was a chain of highly charged sex escapades with the girls
in each others' bodies. Another highly erotic 5,000 word short story from Charlotte Edwards. Not suitable for
the under-aged or the prudish!

Extract:

Dana waited patiently until the monitor showed her host’s vehicle had left the garage and then positively
leapt out of her seat. She couldn’t wait to have a look at her temporary body! Darting into Houston’s
bedroom, she activated the full length reflector panel and watched herself avidly as she slowly peeled the
trainer’s clothes off. Her skin was slightly tanned and completely flawless. Dana felt an odd shiver of
excitement as she opened the blouse top and revealed the taut, bronzed flesh of her trainer’s breasts. She
reached a hand in and gently caressed the small pointy nipples. “Oh God!” It was Houston’s voice but her
own utterances. Unlike just about everyone she knew, Dana had never had a same sex relationship as she had
bizarrely never found other women attractive. Something about this one and the complete control she had
over her body for a limited period of time was however different. She couldn’t help herself! She touched the
breasts again and enjoyed the sensations. It was exactly like touching herself but more… alive! If this was
what a super-fit body gave you, she wanted more of it. She wanted a lot more.

But first she wanted this particular body. She just had to fuck herself as Houston. Sitting on the bed, she
squeezed the firm boobs together and then ran her fingers down the rock hard abs to the waxed mound
below. With a satisfied moan, she lay back and let her practiced hands do their thing.
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From reader reviews:

Charles Settles:

The book Body Swap can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So just why must we leave the best thing like a book Body Swap? Several of you have a different
opinion about guide. But one aim in which book can give many details for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right
now, try to closer with your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you can give for each other; it is
possible to share all of these. Book Body Swap has simple shape but you know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can look the enormous world by wide open and read a publication. So it is very
wonderful.

Michael Campbell:

Typically the book Body Swap has a lot info on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a lot
of help. The book was published by the very famous author. The author makes some research prior to write
this book. This specific book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this book.

Wilson Gonzalez:

On this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more treasured than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to get a look at some books. Among the books in the top listing in
your reading list is Body Swap. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you closer in
getting precious person. By looking up and review this guide you can get many advantages.

Jon Fuselier:

You can find this Body Swap by visit the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it might to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era such as now,
you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately
make your knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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